NAB 2018 Marks Trade Show Debut For MAAT
Company demonstrates latest products
at NAB 2018 courtesy of The Telos
Alliance
LAS VEGAS, NV, US, March 29, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- MAAT
Incorporated, a manufacturer of
MAAT Incorporated, a manufacturer of exceptional
exceptional performance professional
performance professional audio solutions
audio solutions, today announced that
DRMeter MkII and RSPhaseShifter will
be exhibited and demonstrated at the
Telos Alliance booth in the upcoming
National Association of Broadcasters
convention. DRMeter MkII, an audio
plug–in for the measurement and
monitoring of audio Loudness and
Visit us in Booth SU2321 for more information
dynamics, will accompany
RSPhaseShifter, a plug–in for the
alignment of multiple versions of a source when mixing.
The latest product from MAAT, DRMeter MkII premiers several new features for the Loudness
metering marketplace, and is the first loudness measurement tool specifically designed for music
creation as well as broadcast production and post. Combining high accuracy, R128 and A/85
compliance with display of channel–specific trends, the cross–platform Loudness meter presents both
relative and absolute scales simultaneously. DRMeter MkII is also the first plug–in to include the
emerging PSR metric, Sample Peak–to–Short–term Loudness Ratio, as well as DRi, an established
loudness metric designed to gauge the dynamic contrast of popular music.
Also on demo at NAB, the cross–platform RSPhaseShifter quickly creates a high quality, phase
shifted version of a monaural or stereo input, and is designed to better combine multiple feeds during
live and remote recordings. Providing a fast, convenient means of aligning individual mix elements for
best subjective results, RSPhaseShifter also offers a delta mode to preview isolated audio reflecting
only the content that has been altered by signal processing. This extends the application to the
control of frequency–dependent stereo spread for M/S workflows in broadcast and post–production
applications.
On display at The Telos Alliance’s TV Solutions Group during NAB 2018, both products are available
for all major DAWs (Digital Audio Workstations) in AAX, AU, VST2 and VST3 formats. Visit booth
SU2321 April 9th through 12th for a hands–on demonstration during the show to see how MAAT
speeds everyday workflow chores. Also visit http://www.MAAT.digital on the web for demo downloads,
specifications, informational videos and more.

ABOUT MAAT Inc.
MAAT Incorporated is built on the belief that higher accuracy, enhanced workflows and less visual

fatigue are hallmarks of better quality. MAAT is derived from “Mastering Academy Audio Tools,”
reflecting the deep connection and empirical wisdom gained from years of practical experience.
MAAT’s reliance on hard science and focused research, balanced by in–depth listening, redefines
audio tools for professionals worldwide.
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